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Abstract

A set B is called EXPSPACE�avoiding� if every subset of B in EXPSPACE
is sparse� Sparse sets and sets of high information density �called HIGH sets
in ���� are shown to be EXPSPACE	avoiding� Investigating the complexity of
sets A in EXPSPACE that honestly reduce to EXPSPACE	avoiding sets� we
show that if the reducibility used has a property� called range�constructibility�
then A must also reduce to a sparse set under the same reducibility�
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� Introduction

The study of reductions to low information content sets has received much attention
in structural complexity theory research in recent years� There is a series of results
showing that complexity classes containing intractable problems cannot be reduced
to sets of low information content unless there is an unlikely collapse of complexity
classes� The class of sparse sets ��� ��� ��	 is an example of a well
studied class of
low information content sets� A research trend is to identify di�erent classes of low
information content sets� and to study the consequences of the existence of hard
sets of low information content for intractable complexity classes under di�erent
kinds of reducibilities�
Recently� Book and Lutz ��	 introduced and studied sets whose characteristic

sequences are of very high space
bounded Kolmogorov complexity they call the
class of such sets HIGH�� The existence of HIGH sets follows from the fact that
RAND� the class of algorithmically random languages� is of measure � and is a
subclass of HIGH ��	� In ��	 it is shown that every set in ESPACE that is poly

nomial time� bounded truth
table reducible to a set in HIGH is actually bounded
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truth
table reducible to some sparse set it is shown in ��	 that this even holds for
Olog n�
truth
table reducibilities�� The reason for considering the class ESPACE
is that most intractable complexity classes of interest like NP� PSPACE etc� are
contained in ESPACE� andHIGH itself is de�ned using exponential space
bounded
Kolmogorov complexity� Consequently� if an NP
complete set� say SAT� bounded
truth
table reduces to a set in HIGH� then SAT bounded truth
table reduces to
a sparse set� and by ���	 it follows that P�NP� This and similar consequences for
other complexity classes e�g� PSPACE and PP� are derived in ��	�
In this paper� we address the following question� are there further polynomial

time reducibilities � such that every set in ESPACE that is � reducible to a set in
HIGH is actually � reducible to some sparse set�
The answer we provide to the above question is based on the following obser


vation which is easy to prove see Theorem ����� for any A � HIGH it holds
that every subset of A in EXPSPACE is sparse� This property is captured by a
class of sets larger than HIGH� which we call EXPSPACE�avoiding� A set A is
EXPSPACE
avoiding abbreviated as EA� if every subset of A in EXPSPACE is
sparse� Theorem ��� rephrased states that every set in HIGH is in EA� Next� we
identify a simple property for reducibilities called range�constructibility� Informally
speaking� whenever A honestly � reduces to B via a range
constructible reducibi

lity� then A � reduces to a subset C of B such that C can be constructed by an
ESPACE machine that uses A as oracle� We show that several natural reducibili

ties are range
constructible� for example the many
one� conjunctive� and Hausdor�
reducibilities�
In Theorem ��� we show that every set in EXPSPACE which honestly reduces

to a set in EA via a range
constructible reducibility in fact reduces to a sparse
set� From known collapse results for reductions to sparse sets under the considered
range
constructible reducibilities� it follows that the existence of hard sets in EA
under honest range
constructible reductions for complexity classes like UP� NP�
PP� or PSPACE implies unlikely collapses of complexity classes� It turns out that
these collapse consequences hold for range
constructible reductions to sets inHIGH
without the honesty assumption�

� Preliminaries

Let � � f�� �g be the standard alphabet� and let A � �� be a set� The length
of a string x is denoted by jxj� A�n A�n� denotes the set of all strings in A of
length n up to length n� respectively�� �A denotes the characteristic function of
A� �A�n denotes the characteristic sequence of A for all strings up to length n�
i�e�� j�A�nj � �n�� � �� and the i
th bit of �A�n equals �Asi� where si is the i
th
string in �� in lexicographic order� The cardinality of A is denoted by jAj� The
census function of a set A is censusA�n� � jA�nj� A set S is called sparse if its
census function is bounded above by a polynomial� A set T is called a tally set if
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T � ��� We use T ALLY and SPARSE to denote the classes of tally and sparse
sets� respectively� ESPACE denotes the complexity class DSPACE�O�n��� whereas

EXPSPACE � DSPACE�n
O���

��
The deterministic and non
deterministic reducibilities discussed in this paper

are the standard polynomial
time reducibilities de�ned in ��	 and the Hausdor�
reducibility introduced in ���	�

De�nition ��� �� ���� A is Hausdor� reducible to B �in symbols	 A �p
hd B
�

if there exists a polynomial�time computable function f mapping every string
x to a sequence of queries� such that for all x � ��� if fx� � hy�� � � � � yki
then

� yi�� � B implies yi � B for all i � �� � � � � k � �� and

� x � A � maxfj j � � j � k � yj � Bg � f�g� is odd�

In this context� the i�th query yi� � � i � kx�� computed by fx� is also
denoted by fx� i�� We call f a bounded Hausdor� reduction �A �p

bhd B
 if
the number kx� of queries produced by f on x is bounded by a constant for
all x�

�� ��� A set A is co�np many�one reducible to a set B �denoted A �co�np
m B�

if there exists a polynomial�time nondeterministic Turing transducer M such
that for every x � ��� x � A if and only if all outputs of M on input x are
members of B�

� �cf� ���
 A set A is co�rp many�one reducible to a set B �denoted A �co�rp
m B


if there exist a polynomial�time computable function f and a polynomial q
such that for all x � ���

x � A 	 Probw��q�jxj� �fx�w� � B	 � �� and

x 
� A 	 Probw��q�jxj� �fx�w� 
� B	 � ��qjxj��

Here� the string w is chosen uniformly at random from the set �q�jxj��

Note that for all sets A and B� A �p
c B implies A �co
rp

m B� and A �co
rp
m B

implies A �co
np
m B� A reduction f of some type �� from a set A to a set B is

called honest if there is a polynomial p such that for every x� and for every query
y generated by fx�� it holds that jxj � pjyj��� For any reducibility type

�Note that for a reduction f of any reducibility type � discussed in this paper it is meaningful
to talk of queries generated by f on input x�
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� EXPSPACE�avoiding sets

Book and Lutz ��	 measured the information content of a set by the Kolmogorov
complexity of its characteristic sequences� LetM be a Turing machine� z be a string
and let d� s be natural numbers� We say that z � KSM �d� s	� if M on some input
of length at most d outputs z using space at most s� In other words� KSM �d� s	
is the set of strings whose s�space�bounded Kolmogorov complexity relative to M
is bounded by d� Well known simulation
techniques see ��	� show that there is a
Universal Turing machine U such that for every machine M there is a constant c
such that for all d� s� KSM �d� s	 � KSU �d� c� cs� c	� Henceforth� we �x U as such
a Universal Turing machine and omit the subscript� Note that there is a constant
c such that for every set A and for all n� the characteristic sequence �A�n of A�n is
in KS��n�� � c� �cn	� A set A is said to have maximum information content ��	� if
for every c and almost every n

�A�n 
� KS��
n�� � �n� �cn	 �

As in ��	� HIGH is used to denote the class of sets of maximum information con

tent� Intuitively� there is a large gap between the information content of sets in
EXPSPACE and sets in HIGH� We capture this property in the following de�ni

tion�

De�nition ��� A set B is EXPSPACE
avoiding �in short	 B is in EA
 if every
subset of B in EXPSPACE is sparse�

This can be seen as a weaker form of EXPSPACE
immunity cf� ��	� since only
non
sparse subsets in EXPSPACE are forbidden in EXPSPACE
avoiding sets� We
show next that only sparse subsets of a HIGH set can be in EXPSPACE and
therefore HIGH � EA�� Since sparse sets are in EA and not in HIGH� the next
theorem implies that HIGH is a proper subset of EA�

Theorem ��� Every set A in HIGH is in EA� Moreover� even the padded version
pad A� � fx��n j x � A�n � �g of A is in EA�

Proof� Assume that A is in HIGH but pad A� is not in EA� Then there exists a
nonsparse subset B of pad A� which is in EXPSPACE� Since pad A� is paddable�
it follows that there exists a nonsparse subset C of pad A� which is in ESPACE�
For every n� let An be the subset fx j �k � n � jxj � �� x��k � Cg of A�n� and
let vn be the length �n�� � �� jAnj substring of �A�n obtained by deleting all ��s of
�A�n which correspond to some x � An� Since C is nonsparse� it follows that for all
polynomials q there exist in�nitely many n such that jAnj � qn�� Then it is clear
that the following algorithm outputs �A�n and can be implemented in space �O�n��
� denotes the empty string��

�This and subsequent results concerning EXPSPACE in the paper can be easily extended to
EXPSPACE�poly�
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input vn��n

i �� ��
for x �� � to �n in lexicographic order� do
if x � An then output �
else i �� i � �� output the i
th bit of vn

Since jvn��nj � �n���jAnj�n� it follows that there is a constant c such that �A�n �
KS��n���qn�� �cn	 for every polynomial q and in�nitely many n� contradicting the
fact that A � HIGH�

It can be similarly shown that if pad A� is in EA then also A is in EA�

� Range�constructible reducibilities and collapse

implications

We �rst formally de�ne the notion of range
constructibility�

De�nition ��� A reducibility �� is range
constructible if for all sets A�B such
that A �� B� there is an EXPSPACE oracle transducer which on input �n and
with oracle A�n outputs a subset Bn of B to which A correctly reduces via the given
reduction for all inputs of length up to n�

Using this de�nition the proof of the following theorem is straightforward�

Theorem ��� Every set A in EXPSPACE which honestly reduces to a set B in EA
via a range�constructible reducibility also reduces via the same type of reducibility
to a sparse set�

Proof� Let p be the polynomial witnessing the honesty of the reduction from A
to B� i�e� each query y on input x ful�lls pjyj� � jxj� According to the de�nition
of range
constructibility� let Bn be the set produced by the EXPSPACE oracle
transducer on input �n with oracle A�n� At �rst we de�ne for every n� a subset
of Bn to which A correctly reduces via the given reduction for all inputs of length
exactly n� Since the reduction is honest� B�

n � fy j y � Bn  pjyj� � ng has this
property� Thus it is straightforward to see that by replacing in the reduction from
A to B on input x each query y by the query y��jxj� we obtain a reduction from
A to �B � fy��n j y � B�

ng� We will show now that �B is sparse� Since A is in
EXPSPACE� it follows that the set B� �

S
n��B

�
n also is in EXPSPACE� Since

B� � B and B � EA� B� is sparse� �B is a subset of pad B��� thus it �nally follows
that �B is sparse�

Next we give various examples of reducibilities that are range
constructible and
apply Theorem ��� to these reducibilities to derive strong collapse consequences
for various complexity classes� under the assumption that they honestly reduce to
sets in EA� We start by showing the range
constructibility of the �co
np

m and �co
rp
m

reducibilities�
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Proposition ��� The co�np many�one and the co�rp many�one reducibilities are
range�constructible�

Proof� Let A �co
np
m B via a polynomial time nondeterministic Turing transducer

M � that is� for every x � ��� x � A if and only if all output strings produced by M
on input x are in B� Let Bn � fy j �x � A�n�Mx� outputs yg� It is clear that Bn

can be computed in exponential space with oracle A�n� Also� Bn is a subset of B
to which A reduces via M for all instances up to length n� The proof for the co
rp
many
one reducibility proceeds analogously�

Theorem ��� �� The composition of the Hausdor� reducibility and the co�np
many�one reducibility is range�constructible�

�� The composition of the Hausdor� and the co�rp many�one reducibilities is
also range�constructible�

Proof� We prove the �rst part� The second part�s proof is analogous� Let A �p
hd B

via a polynomial time computable function f � and let B co
np many
one reduce to
C via a polynomial time nondeterministic Turing transducer M � Let kx� be the
number of queries in the list fx�� and let My� denote the set of all outputs pro

duced by M on input y� De�ne Cn as the set computed by the following algorithm
on input �n with oracle A�n�

input �n

C � �� �
repeat

for all x � ��n do

l �� maxf�g � fj j � � j � kx� and Mfx� j�� � C �g�
C � �� C � �

S
fMfx� j�� j � � j � lg

if x � A� l is even then C � �� C � �Mfx� l � ���
until C � remained unchanged during the last execution of the loop
output C �

At �rst we show that Cn is a subset of C for all n � �� We proceed by induction
on the number of iterations of the repeat
loop� Assume that C � � C after the
m � ��
st iteration� and that C � is extended by some set Mfx� j�� during the
m
th iteration� There are two cases� In the �rst case there exists an index l � j
such that Mfx� l�� � C �� and since C � � C� this implies Mfx� j�� � C by the
monotonicity of the Hausdor� reduction� In the second case it holds that j � l��
where l � maxfj j � � j � kx� and for all i � �� � � � � j � Mfx� i�� � C �g is
even if and only if x is in A� It is clear that l 	 kx� since C � � C� By way of a
contradiction� assume Mfl � �� x�� 
� C� Because C � � C� this contradicts the
fact that A reduces to C via f and M since it would imply that x � A� maxfj j
� � j � kjxj� and for all i � �� � � � � j �Mfx� i�� � Cg is even�
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Let p be a polynomial bounding the length of the queries produced by the com

position of f and M � Observe that Cn � ��p�n�� implying that the algorithm
terminates� Moreover� since jCnj � �O�n� the algorithm stops after �O�n� steps� Fi

nally� it is clear from the de�nition of the algorithm that A reduces to Cn via f
and M for all instances x � ��n�

It follows that the many
one �p
m�� conjunctive �p

c�� bounded� Hausdor�� and
the composition of the bounded� Hausdor� and conjunctive reducibilities are also
range
constructible� because they are special cases of the reducibilities considered in
Theorem ���� As a consequence of Theorem ��� and the above range
constructibility
results we obtain the following theorem�

Theorem ��� Let A be in EXPSPACE and let � be one of the following reducibility
types	

conjunctive� co�rp many�one� co�np many one� or the composition of
the �bounded
 Hausdor� reducibility with one of these reducibilities�

Then� the following conditions are equivalent	

i� A is honestly � reducible to some set in EA

ii� A � R�SPARSE��

iii� A � R�HIGH��

Proof� The implication i� � ii� directly follows from Corollary ��� and from the
range
constructibility of the considered reducibilities� To show ii� � iii�� observe
that R�SPARSE� � R�T ALLY� follows from SPARSE � Rp

cT ALLY� ��	
and the fact that R�Rp

cC�� � R�C� for all the reducibilities � considered here�
Since for every tally set T there exists a set B in HIGH such that T � �� � B�
it follows that R�SPARSE� � R�HIGH�� Finally� consider A � EXPSPACE
which � reduces to a set B � HIGH� Then A also honestly � reduces to the set
pad B� which is in EA by Theorem ���� This shows iii� � i��

We now have the corollary of collapse consequences�

Corollary ��	 �� Let C be any complexity class from fUP�NP�C�P�PPg� If
C � Rp

bhdR
p
c HIGH��� then C � P�

�� Let C be any of the complexity classes from fUP�NP�C�P�PPg� If C �
Rp

dHIGH�� then C � P�

� For C � fNP�PSPACEg� if C � Rp
hdR

p
c HIGH��� then C is low for �p

��

�� If NP is contained in Rp
bhdR

co�rp
m HIGH��� then NP � RP�
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Proof� The �rst part is a direct consequence of Theorem ��� and the result that
C � Rp

bhdR
p
cSPARSE�� implies C � P for any of the above complexity classes ��	�

The second part follows from the �rst since Rp

dHIGH� � Rp

bhdR
p
c HIGH��� The

third holds since the existence of a sparse hard set for NP or PSPACE� with respect
to the composed Hausdor� and conjunctive reducibility implies the collapse of the
polynomial time hierarchy to �p

� respectively� PSPACE � �p
�� ��	� The fourth part

follows from the result that NP is not contained in Rp
bhdR

co
rp
m SPARSE�� unless

NP � RP cf� ��	��

It is easy to see from Theorem ���� that the above corollary also holds for honest
reductions to EA sets for the considered reducibilities�
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